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density corresponding to variation in scattered light. Dobashi 
[19] proposed solution to create volumetric kinds effect using 
subsampling.  In despite, the results of volumetric effect are 
acceptable for global illumination, while for local illumination 
leads to appear artifacts by the sub-planes. Instead, use virtual 
planes of the scene using arbitrary sample. 
E.  Image-Based Volumetric Shadows 
Wyman [26] proposed method based on geometric-based 
shadows to add polygons along a view ray. The front polygon 
and farthest polygon clamps segment for which ray marching 
with visibility testing against the image-based shadows. 
T´oth [23] proposed that only a downsamples are computed 
for each pixel, and neighboring pixels may take results from 
each other. Interleaved sampling is used to evaluate if the 
sample position along the view-ray is in scattering or if in 
shadow occurs). The technique is implemented in a pixel 
shader, which executed using the image-based shadows. 
Engelhardt [24] presented method to put little sample along 
the lines of epipolar in screen space. The along lines of 
epipolar is linearly searched to get discontinuities in the Z-
buffer and put samples only after and before such positions. 
Then, bilateral filtering is used along and between lines of 
epipolar to preserve the downsamples for the single scattering. 
Ali [35] proposed a method based on bilateral filtering to 
generate soft shadow maps using multiple image-based 
algorithms. 
Baran [25] building on radiance for a ray can be evaluated 
incrementally form a ray along the same line of epipolar. This 
method based on rectification of shadow maps, that executes 
by eye rays and radiance rays are transformed into a new 
coordinate system. On the same approach of Baran, Chen [27] 
proposed method to accelerate partial sum tree method by 
replace a one-dimensional min-max mipmap method 
calculation of the image-based shadows.  
Instead of ray marching method, Wyman [36] presented 
method to voxelize image-based shadow casters in epipolar 
geometry. 
F. Geometrical-Based Volumetric Shadows 
James [37] proposed method to use depth peeling instead of 
the shadow polygons. Biri [34] used sorting of geometric-
based shadows quads in back-to-front order from the viewer. 
Billeter [38] introduced method to guarantee that 
geometric-based shadows do not overlap is to create them 
from a image-based shadows. 
VI. LIGHT SHAFT EFFECT 
The basic definition of light shaft is information provided 
about the regions lit in space. The extra intensity is computed 
from information that represent light scattering, where leads to 
appear columns of scattered radiance visible with space is 
partly in shadow [23], [26]. 
G. Image-Based Light Shaft 
Dobashi [21] proposed method to display light shafts with 
shadow map using texture-mapping hardware. The method 
includes rendering light shafts by placing of parallel slices in 
front of screen to compute light scattering induced of 
atmospheric particles. The principle fundamental of 
participating media to interact with light is based on rendering 
light transport equation for generating effects of atmospheric 
phenomena such as light shaft. Therefore, when light travels 
from light source through space in variety directions hits 
particles of atmosphere, based on physical properties of 
particles yield effects such as scattering and absorption of 
light. The integration of the in-scattering along view ray and 
light attenuation that reaches to viewpoint will appear light 
volume according to the density of particles in atmosphere. 
Moreover, the presence of objects inside light volume leads to 
generate shadow with light shaft. This method has been 
exploited graphics hardware rendering light shaft and shadow 
map. However, this method tried avoiding aliasing problem, 
but it needs multiple passes for number virtual planes that 
must proportional to the number of passes which lead to error 
sampling. Dobashi [19] later modified the method by adding 
sub-planes to overcome the sampling error, but this method 
requires more computation which time-consuming. 
Mitchell [39] presented a method which based on work by 
Dobashi [19] for simulating light shafts. This method renders 
a traditional shadow map from opaque objects merely and then 
fills the scene with hundreds of translucent fog planes that 
receive the shadowing. This provides convincing light shafts, 
which can have color if the light has a projective texture or fog 
planes have colored texture. But this method, translucent 
objects cannot cast shadows, however, then Morgan [40] 
method proposed based on develop  technique presented by 
[41] stochastic transparency, for shadow cast between any 
aggregation of colored transmissive, opaque, and partial 
coverage surfaces which it consistent with hardware shadow 
mapping techniques. This method used number infinity of 
surfaces that apply on GPUs and consoles. However it use 
depth buffer to store a depth of opaque surfaces and use to 
blending RGB channels to emulate a depth test for translucent 
surfaces [22] presented technique to use color buffer to light 
received by visible objects to calculate light frustum form 
shadow map and average extinction of participating media. 
The intersection of an eye ray is calculated in order to 
determine length of the light path through frustum. Bruneton 
[42] proposed method to render sunlight and illumination 
effects induced of attenuated light until reach to viewpoint and 
at different altitude from level ground for atmosphere. 
However, it based on compute the lit segments from view ray 
and ignore the dark parts through shadow test that reduce cost 
of integral equation of light. 
H. Geometrically-Based Light Shaft 
Imagire [43] proposed method practically consistent with 
the scenes that contain on bounding box (volumetric objects) 
like mist. This method based on virtual planes to rendering 
light scattering effects, through using sampling hull in order to 
reduce number alpha blending operations that leads to get rid 
of aliasing which appear at intersection between virtual planes 
and bounding box of volumetric object. 
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Billeter [38] proposed algorithm based on construct mesh of 
shadow-volume from shadow map in order to appear effect 
radial blur around light sources, light shafts also volumetric 
shadows without used ray marching. This algorithm gives 
speed up and quality images but it suffer from quite large 
overhead. Wyman [26] proposed approach to rendering 
atmospheric effects induced scattering of light due to particles 
air. This method based on restore intensity points in space 
which used as texture put in array. Moreover, the sampling is 
determined of shadow to calculate the intensity for create 
images at interactive rates. However, this method is used in 
widely range to render the effects from space also. This 
method has lack to calculate multiple scattering. Max [44] 
presented method to rendering light shafts through exploited 
the single-scattering assumption based on scan-line algorithm. 
In this method is calculated the radiance which reaching to the 
viewer by adding the contributions of the scattered light in the 
lit volumes only. However, the perception is considered a light 
source and participating media of isotropic scattering and 
constant density. Li [45] proposed consolidated volumes 
representation for shaft of light and shadow volume to 
simulate shadows and light shafts due to effect light scattering 
in atmosphere. Furthermore, in this method introduced 
analytical approach to solving scattering instead of airlight 
integral and exploited the capabilities of graphics hardware to 
execute integral calculation on each volume surface for 
scattering. 
VII. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
In this article, we reviewed most important methods that 
used within participating media for rendering natural 
phenomena such as volumetric shadows and volumetric 
lighting. Ray tracing is a good method for rendering realistic 
static scenes, while radiosity is a good method for rendering of 
realistic dynamic scenes. However, these methods both still 
infeasible for rendering scenes in real-time. 
Wyman [36] has presented a method in high perform to 
generate volumetric shadows. Chen [27] have demonstrated a 
very fast method to render shadow-volume-based approach. 
Also well, Billeter [38] proposed the simpler one to execute 
and has comparable perform as the ray-marching techniques. 
Morgan [38] presented a method to create light shafts based 
on stochastic transparency using shadow maps to give color 
effect correctly in real-time. Gautron [22] proposed approach 
to apply color buffer for radiance received by visible objects 
to compute light frustum form image-based shadows and 
average extinction of participating media [38]. Table I shows 
summary a classification of the image-based shadows and 
geometric-based shadows method to render volumetric 
lighting and volumetric shadows.  
The methods that used in generating both the volumetric 
shadows volumetric lighting not meet the realism of the 
rendered scenes. We hope that an incorporated between 
volumetric shadows and volumetric lighting to obtain more 
realistic [46], [47], [27]. 
 
 
TABLE I 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE IMAGE-BASED SHADOWS AND GEOMETRIC BASED 
SHADOWS 
Model Shadow Image-based Geometric-based 
Volumetric shadows [23]-[27] [36], [34], [37] 
Light shafts [21], [19], [38]-[41] [37], [26], [42]-[44] 
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